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Robustness of Clustering Methods for Identification
of Potential Falsifications in Survey Data∗

Nina Storfinger and Peter Winker, Universität Giessen

August 30, 2011

Abstract

Falsifications of survey data might result in specific statistical properties of
the generated data differing from those of the surveyed population. Clustering
methods have been proposed to identify potential falsifications based on such
indicators. As any statistical procedure, the classification might entail errors,
i.e. misclassification of honest interviewers as potential falsifiers and failing to
identify all falsifications as such.

Typically, the robustness of a statistical classification procedure is stud-
ied using a large number of problem instances with known allocation to the
groups. However, given the sensitivity of falsifications in survey data, the
access to datasets comprising correctly identified falsifications is very limited.
Consequently, a bootstrap based approach is introduced and applied to assess
the clustering method. This approach also allows modifying settings such as
number of interviews per interviewer or share of falsifications in the dataset
and to study the impact of these settings on the quality of the assignments.
Results based on a small real dataset with identified falsifications are reported.

Keywords: Interviewer falsifications, cluster analysis, bootstrap method.

1 Introduction

Data quality in face-to-face interviews depends crucially on interviewers’ behavior.
In particular, intentional deviation from the prescribed procedures might affect data
quality. The most extreme case of such misbehavior is given if interviewers falsify
parts of or complete interviews. In addition to standard, but expensive procedures
such as reinterviews,1 Bredl et al. (2008) developed a clustering method for ex post

∗We are grateful to S. Bredl for valuable comments on earlier drafts of this paper. Financial
support through the DFG in project WI 2024/2-1 within SPP 1292 is gratefully acknowledged.

1See Forsman and Schreiner (1991, pp. 293ff) for the use of reinterviews to detect interviewer
falsifications.
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identification of falsifications in survey data, which is based solely on the collected
data. This procedure exploits differences in specific statistical features of the data
actually sampled from the population under review versus those of the data falsified
by the interviewers.

While the occasional or even frequent presence of such falsifications in survey
data has been reported in the literature,2 access to data including identified falsifi-
cations is very limited.3 Thus, the standard procedure for evaluating the proposed
method, i.e., its application to a number of different publicly available datasets with
different properties is precluded. Future research in cooperation with institutions
running large scale surveys might result in datasets suitable for evaluation purposes.
However, for the moment being, a statistical analysis has to be based on the few
datasets available including identified falsifications.

Nevertheless, proposing a statistical method, such as the clustering procedure
proposed by Bredl et al. (2008), for a highly sensitive issue such as interviewer
falsification asks for an analysis of its properties prior to application. In particular,
the user will be faced with two types of potential errors. First, honest interviewers
might erroneously assigned to the cluster corresponding to the characteristics of
falsified interviews. This misclassification might be called “false alarm”. Second, an
interviewer actually producing falsified data might remain undiscovered when the
characteristics of the falsified data do not differ strong enough from those of honest
interviewers. It will depend on the implied action which of the two types of errors
might be considered worse. If the cluster containing those interviewers considered as
potential falsifiers is used to concentrate follow-up calls or interviewers to this group,
a “false alarm” will only reduce the efficiency of these follow-ups, while undiscovered
falsifications might strongly affect the findings of further empirical analysis using
the dataset.4 However, if the results of the cluster analysis are used to decide upon
payments to the interviewers or even further legal action, obviously, the rate of “false
alarms” would have to be basically zero. In this paper, we will rather assume the
first setting, where some “false alarms” might be accepted if this helps to reduce
the share of undiscovered falsifications.

To analyse the properties of the clustering method based on a single real dataset
with identified falsifications, a bootstrap method is proposed.5 This method, de-

2See, e.g., Crespi (1945), Schreiner et al. (1988), Koch (1995), Bushery et al. (1999), Harrison
and Krauss (2002), Diekmann (2002), and Schräpler and Wagner (2005). Bredl et al. (2011) provide
a recent literature review on the topic.

3Obviously, if falsifications are identified, these are removed prior to making the dataset acces-
sible for further analysis, e.g. in the case of the SOEP (Schäfer et al. 2005). In fact, the incentives
to publish at least information on identified falsifications are almost not existing. Thus, most
information on such cases in real surveys are of anecdotal nature.

4See Schräpler and Wagner (2005) for an example.
5For an introduction to the principles of the bootstrap method see, e.g., Efron (1982) and

Chernick (2008). For early applications in the context of cluster analysis see Jain and Moreau
(1987) and Peck et al. (1989).
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scribed in more detail in Section 3 allows to generate many synthetic datasets re-
flecting the features of the original data and, consequently, to obtain estimates of
the distribution of the results including the share of errors of the two types described
above. Furthermore, it is possible to generate synthetic datasets which differ in some
properties from the original data, which might affect the quality of the clustering
method, e.g., the sample size or the share of falsifications in the data.

The rest of this contribution is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly re-
port the clustering method for identification of falsified interviews. Furthermore, the
dataset used is introduced. Section 3 provides some information on the bootstrap
and its implementation for the clustering problem. It also describes the specific
properties of the synthetic datasets we generate. The results of the bootstrap anal-
ysis are reported in Section 4. The conclusion from our analysis and hints for future
research in the field are given in Section 5.

2 The Clustering Procedure

2.1 Idea

A central aspect of the proposed method consists in abstracting from the specific
content of the questionnaires and individual interviewer characteristics (Koch 1995),
and instead concentrating on particular traits or response patterns differing between
real and falsified interviews. Specific indicators are selected to reflect such properties.
As in Bredl et al. (2008), we do not consider metadata like length and date of the
interview which might also provide valuable information on interviewer behavior,
but which is not always available (Hood and Bushery 1997).

Given that a single indicator might not be sufficient to discriminate well enough
the group of honest and suspect interviewers, following the original proposal by Bredl
et al. (2008), a multivariate analysis is conducted. To this end, for each interviewer
a set of indicators based on all data collected by this interviewer is calculated.
Assuming that the indicators are chosen in a way such that the distributions of
values for honest and suspect interviewers differ to some extent, a cluster analysis
might be used to identify the two subgroups. However, as usual with statistical
analysis, it might not be expected that this grouping turns out to be perfect and,
consequently, some “false alarms” and/or undiscovered falsifications might result.

Consequently, when thinking about the practice of organizing surveys, a method
like the one analyzed here might be used as a first step to initiate further checks on
the interviewers assigned to the group of potential cheaters. Using, e.g., reinterviews
(Schreiner et al. 1988) or postcard follow-ups (Hauck 1969) it will be clarified if the
potential cheaters are real cheaters or only misclassified honest interviewers. To
hold the costs for these further examinations at a reasonable level, the share of
misclassified honest interviewers, assigned to the falsifier cluster, should be as small
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as possible.

2.2 Indicators

Since the motivation for specific indicators and their measurement is described in
detail elsewhere (Schnell 1991, Koch 1995, Hood and Bushery 1997, Bredl et al.
2008), we only briefly review the instruments used for our application.

First, we suppose that falsifiers operate too accurately, i.e. they tend to exhibit
a lower rate of unanswered questions than accurate interviewers would do. Thus,
the first indicator considered is the share of unanswered questions for all interviews
conducted by a single interviewer. This indicator is called the non-response-ratio.

Second, semi-open questions often include the option “others” combined with an
additional text field explaining this answer. The indicator others is defined as the
share of these questions for which the interviewer selects the option “others”. Given
that filling in some specific content requires more effort, it is expected that falsifiers
use this option less frequently.

The third indicator extreme-answer-ratio measures the share of all questions
with ordinal answer categories, for which one of the extreme values is selected. It
is expected that the falsifiers underestimate the frequency of such extreme answers.
Consequently, the ratio should be lower for falsifiers as compared to honest inter-
viewers.

Finally, an indicator related to metric data is used. It makes use of the ob-
servation known as Benford’s Law (Benford 1938) that the distribution of the first
digits of many metric variables – including monetary measurements – can be well
approximated by a specific distribution. Given that it appears to be difficult to
reproduce this distribution when falsifying questionnaires, it is assumed that the
difference between the empirical distribution of first digits and the theoretical dis-
tribution (measured by a χ2-type statistic labeled Benford in the following) is larger
for falsified interviews. As an alternative to this standard setting, we also consider
the difference in the distribution for one interviewer as compared to the distribution
of all other interviewers. The corresponding χ2-statistic will be labeled Benford alt

in the following.
Of course, alternative or additional indicators are conceivable for this type of

analysis and are studied in complementary research (Storfinger and Opper 2011).
However, the general issue of evaluating the performance of the method remains the
same independent of the actually selected indicators. Thus, we concentrate here on
only the same four indicators as Bredl et al. (2008).

2.3 Clustering

The next step of the procedure consists in clustering the indicator sets obtained
for all interviewers. Here, we consider the clustering in two groups only which, in
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an ideal situation, would correspond to the honest and cheating interviewers, re-
spectively. However, future applications might also consider more than two clusters
corresponding to different types of deviant behaviour by subgroups of interviewers.
In fact, the number of groups might also be derived endogenously, i.e. data based
using methods suggested for this purpose.

Whatever the number of clusters considered, the central idea consists in group-
ing interviewers such that the interviewers’ indicators within a group are similar,
while they differ for members of different groups. Once a grouping is obtained, the
assumptions on interviewers’ behavior discussed above allow to indicate which of the
two clusters should correspond to the honest interviewers. While this assignment
could be done manually for a small number of problem instances, the huge number
of cases generated in the bootstrap procedure described below requires an automatic
method.

One way to label the cluster is by taking into account the a priori assumptions
about the indicator values described before. For example, the cluster showing the
lower share of missing values would be considered to be more likely the cluster con-
taining most falsifications. Consequently, for each cluster the number of indicators
pointing in the direction of falsifications could be calculated. Then, in case of an
uneven number of indicators, the cluster with the higher number of such signals
would be assumed to be the cluster comprising the falsifications. Alternatively, one
might take into account the actual standardized indicator values. For this approach,
all indicators have to be defined such that smaller values should point towards po-
tential falsifications. Then, simply summing up and assigning the label “potential
falsifications” to the cluster with the smaller value seems appropriate. This method
is also appropriate for an even number of indicators. It is the approach followed in
our application.

To perform the actual clustering, many methods have been proposed in the
literature including, e.g., k-means, or hierarchical methods such as Ward’s (1963)
approach, which are iterative processes aiming at reducing the distance between
the elements and the respective cluster center. Alternatively, one might think about
enumerating all possible assignments to two groups and select the one corresponding
to the optimal value of a given objective function (Bredl et al. 2008). This is feasible
for the original dataset given the small number of interviewers. For larger cases,
some heuristic optimization approach might be implemented to approximate such a
globally optimum (Winker 2001).

For the application presented here, we use both a hierarchical method, namely
Ward’s method and for the problem instances, for which the number of interviewers
does not change as compared to the original data, also the full enumeration approach.
In Ward’s method the criterion for merging two clusters at any given step is the
variance within the clusters. Consequently, out of all pairs of existing clusters the
pair resulting in the slowest increase of the sum of in cluster variances will be merged.
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The full enumeration approach uses a slightly different objective, namely the sum
of pairwise distances between all elements within a cluster, which also measures
the within group heterogeneity. The major difference between both methods is the
sequential approach followed in Ward’s method, while the full enumeration algorithm
delivers the global optimum for the given objective function and number of clusters.

To evaluate the procedure, we consider the share of correctly identified interview-
ers. Alternatively, one might consider only the share of correctly identified cheaters,
i.e. to what extent no potential falsification remains unnoticed, or the share of cor-
rectly identified honest interviewers, i.e. to what extent “false alarms” have been
avoided.

2.4 The Dataset

The data used for the empirical application are from a survey of rural households
in small villages in a non-OECD country.6 The questionnaire included many metric
variables as well as scale and (semi-) open questions. It was found out that five
interviewers operating without supervision faked all their interviews, while the other
nine interviewers conducted the interviews properly under supervision. Since one of
the falsifiers produced only a very small number of interviews, this observation is
left out for the further analysis. The dataset consists in total of 250 interviews.

Applying the clustering methods described before to this dataset results in a
100% assignment of all falsifiers to the cluster labeled “potential falsifications” both
for Ward’s method and the optimal clustering.7 While for Ward’s method, the
share of “false alarms” amounts to four out of nine honest interviewers, this share is
reduced to one out of nine for the optimal clustering method using the alternative
indicator Benford alt for the first digits.

3 Bootstrap Method

The clustering approach described in the previous section, seems to work quite well
for the few problem instances we could analyze given data availability. However,
the small number of these test cases does not allow to draw general conclusions on
the method regarding, e.g., its expected performance over a large set of problem in-
stances or the dependence of this performance on specific properties of the dataset.
In particular, we are interested in four dimensions, the number of interviewers con-
sidered, the share of cheating interviewers, the number of interviews per interviewer
and the number of questions of a specific type per interview.

6For more details, see Bredl et al. (2008).
7Using k-means instead of Ward’s method, Bredl et al. (2008) report to miss one falsifier, while

with the optimal clustering approach, also all falsifiers are correctly identified.
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Our original dataset including nine honest interviewers and four identified cheaters
and about 10 to 20 interviews per each interviewer. Thus, considering (random)
subsets of this dataset would provide only a rather limited experimental setting to
analyze the four dimensions mentioned above. In particular, it would not be possible
to obtain some distributional information on specific performance indicators.

Consequently, we resort to a bootstrap method for constructing artificial datasets.8

This way we are able to create synthetic data with specific settings for the number
of interviewers, share of falsifiers, number of interviews per interviewer etc. Further-
more, the bootstrap method allows constructing a large number of problem instances
for each setting. Thus, we are able to report distributional information on specific
performance indicators. Finally, this allows to derive some conclusions regarding
the dependence of the performance of the cluster method on the type of available
data.9

Bootstrap as the related Jackknife approach belongs to the class of resampling
methods. In order to obtain some statistical information on the properties of sample
functions such as estimators, test statistics or – in our case – performance of cluster-
ing, a large number of problem instances is required unless an analytical method is
available for deriving distributional results. If these instances cannot be empirically
observed, resampling methods construct synthetic data by merging draws from the
existing data. The methods differ in how the drawings are generated.

We use the simplest version of a bootstrap method. Let us assume that a syn-
thetic set comprising data for n interviewers should be generated. Then, from the
original dataset n interviewers are drawn at random with replacement, whereby ev-
ery interviewer has the same probability to be drawn. If the challenge is to construct
a set comprising n1 honest and n2 cheating interviewers, the same idea is applied
first to the subset of honest interviewers to resample n1 honest interviewers and next
to the subset of cheating interviewers to resample n2 cheating interviewers.

Once a new synthetic dataset with specific properties is built, we calculate the in-
dicators for each interviewer and conduct the cluster analysis explained in Section 2.
Then, we record, e.g., the share of correctly assigned interviewers or the share of the
two types of potential misclassification. The process is continued generating a new
synthetic dataset, running the cluster analysis on it and recording the results. This
procedure is repeated many times. Let us denote the number of these bootstrap
drawings by B. Then, typical values of B are at least 1 000 or larger. Eventually,
i.e., after having computed the indicator(s) of interest for all B bootstrap samples,
we can report statistical information on the distribution of these indicators such
as mean and variance, but also in form of empirical distribution functions, e.g., as

8The label “bootstrap” has been introduced by Efron (1978) in a paper contrasting it with
other resampling methods. Jain and Moreau (1987), Peck et al. (1989), and Rost (1995) use a
bootstrap procedure for estimating the number of different clusters in a given dataset.

9This type of distributional information might also be used for a given dataset for inference on
the number of clusters to be considered (Chernick 2008, pp. 145ff).
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histogram in graphical form. Algorithm 1 summarizes the steps of the bootstrap
procedure.

Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code for bootstrap procedure for cluster analysis.
1: for b = 1 to B do
2: Generate synthetic data of n1 honest and n2 cheating interviewers
3: Calculate indicators for all interviewers
4: Perform clustering analysis
5: Label cluster of falsifications
6: Store performance of procedure for given data
7: end for
8: Summarize distribution of performance over B sets of data

As mentioned above, we use the bootstrap technique to analyze the effect of
different modifications of the sample layout on the quality of the results. We consider
four dimensions. We start with varying the total number of interviewers in the
dataset and the share of honest interviewers, respectively. By doing so, we are able
to find out whether the number of interviewers, given a specific share of falsifiers
in the dataset, affects the quality of the results from the clustering procedure. We
expect that a larger number of interviewers will make it more difficult to keep the
rate of misclassification of both types low. Furthermore, we can assess whether the
share of falsifiers, given a specific total number of interviewers in the data, has an
impact on the outcomes. In this context we are particularly interested whether the
method still performs well if the share of falsifiers becomes low given that anecdotal
evidence suggests that actual prevalence of falsifications might be of the order of
5% to 10% rather than the 30% found in our original dataset. A third setting
considers the number interviews per interviewer. To this end, we resample for every
interviewer the specific number of interviews out of his original interviews. Since the
performance of the clustering procedure depends on good estimates of the indicators,
it is expected that the classification errors decline when the number of interviews
per interviewer increases. Finally, the precision of the measurements for the four
indicators considered might show a different sensitivity with regard to the number of
observations. Thus, we also consider resampling at the level of single questions in the
questionnaire. In particular, we resample from specific question types, for example
scale questions, to find out how many questions of a specific type are required to
render the corresponding indicator useful for the clustering procedure. Table 1 shows
the type of questions considered for this step and the number of available questions
per indicator in the original questionnaire.
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Table 1: Type and number of questions used for specific indicators

Number of
Indicator questions/variables
Non response 59
Category “others” 13
Extreme answers 6
First digit 25

4 Results

4.1 The Design

When running the bootstrap experiments, a lot of parameters might be modified.
In order to single out the effects of particular parameters, we decided to keep all
parameter settings equal or close to the values for the original data, except for the
specific modifications shown in Table 2. In particular, unless modified according
to Table 2, the following values are used: A total of 13 interviewers, including 4
falsifiers and 9 honest ones, 59 questions per interview allowing for a non response,
13 questions with the semi-open category “others”, 6 ordinal scales offering the
option for extreme answers and 25 questions resulting in metric data, for which the
distribution of first digits can be analyzed.

Table 2: Experimental Design for Bootstrap Runs
Dimension Original Values for Bootstrap Remarks

Sample
Number of 13/4 10/3 20/6 50/15 100/30 ∼ 30% falsifiers
interviewers/falsifiers 10/1 20/1 50/2 100/5 ∼ 05% falsifiers
Fraction of falsifiers 4/13 1/13 2/13 6/13 10/13 13 interviewers
among interviewers 4/40 8/40 20/40 36/40 40 interviewers

1/100 5/100 50/100 95/100 100 interviewers
No. of interviews 19.2 5 20 50 100 4 fals./13 interv.
per interviewer (Avg.) 5 20 50 100 1 fals./13 interv.
No. of questions
– non response 59 0 – 100
– category “others” 13 0 – 100
– extreme answers 6 0 – 100
– first digit dist. 25 0 – 100
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4.2 Number of Interviewers

We start with the analysis of the first experiment, i.e., the variation of the number
of interviewers in the dataset. Figures 1 and 2 summarize the findings. For both
examples, we consider 10, 20, 50, and 100 interviewer, but the share of falsifiers is
about 30% for the first group of experiments as in our real dataset, while for the
second group of experiments a much lower share, namely around 5% is assumed.
The latter number corresponds closer to the anecdotal reports about identified fal-
sifications in survey data. Thus, it has been our interest to check how robust the
proposed methodology is when the share of falsifiers might be low and – possibly
– at the same time the number of interviewers involved might be high. For this
experiment, the number of interviews per interviewer is always the same as in the
original dataset (in mean 19.2 interviews per interviewer).

Due to space restrictions, we only report the results obtained using Benford alt.
Furthermore, as for more than 20 interviewers, the optimal clustering by full enu-
meration is not feasible anymore, for this group of experiments, only Ward’s method
is employed.10 The figures show histograms generated from the bootstrap distribu-
tion based on 5 000 replications. The left subplots provide the frequencies for the
percentage of correctly identified falsifiers, while the right subplots show the corre-
sponding findings for the correctly assigned honest interviewers.
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Figure 1: Performance of clustering method as function of number of interviewers
for a substantial share of falsifications.

Starting with Figure 1 we see that the probability of correctly identifying all
falsifiers is high when the number of interviewers – and consequently the number of

10As results for the last two experiments indicate some advantages of the optimal clustering
method, future research will be directed to use heuristic optimization tools to obtain good approx-
imations to the optimal clustering also for larger problem instances.
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falsifiers – is small, but tends to decrease with a growing number of interviewers.
However, also for the largest problem instance with 100 interviewers including 30
falsifiers, in about 40% of the bootstrap replications, still 100% of the falsifiers are
correctly identified, while for more than 70% of the bootstrap replications this share
is above 80% and never falls short of 60%. Similarly, for the honest interviewers, the
share of false alarms tends to slightly increase when more interviewers are included.
In fact, for the largest problem instance with 100 interviewers, no false alarms are
generated only in about 6% of the cases, but for 40% of the cases the share of false
alarms turns out to be smaller than 10%.
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Figure 2: Performance of clustering method as function of number of interviewers
for a low share of falsifications.

The findings are similar with regard to the identified falsifiers in Figure 2 when
the share of falsifiers is pretty low. Still, even when increasing the number of inter-
viewers, which should make it more difficult to spot falsifiers, the shares of correctly
identified falsifiers are often close to 100%. The results, however, are much less im-
pressive for the right hand part of the figure, indicating that the low rate of missed
falsifiers comes as the cost of a high rate of false alarms, in particular, when the
number of interviewers grows.

4.3 Share of Falsifications

In the previous subsection, we already considered two experiments with different
shares of falsified cases, but the focus there was on the influence of the total amount
of interviewers on the detection frequencies. In this step, we examine whether the
clustering method still performs satisfying when varying the share of falsifiers in
the dataset, ranging from a very small number (∼ 1 − 8%) to a very high number
(∼ 77 − 95%). As Table 2 shows, the first setting corresponds to the original
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number of interviewers (13), which will be increased to 40 and 100 in the remaining
two settings. As for the first experiment, the number of interviews per interviewer
is always set to the same value as in the original dataset, i.e. with a mean of 19.2
interviews per interviewer.

Given that the optimal clustering could only be applied to the case with 13 in-
terviewers, we restrict ourselves to using Ward’s method for clustering in this exper-
iment. Furthermore, based on the previous findings, only results for the alternative
Benford indicator are presented.11

Figure 3 reports the results for the experiments with 13 interviewers. In the left
plot, histograms for the percentage of correctly assigned falsifiers are shown for the
different shares of falsifiers (1/13 ∼ 8% to 10/13 ∼ 77%). The right plot provides
the corresponding results for the correctly identified honest interviewers. Overall,
it can be summarized that the percentage of correctly assigned falsifiers is highest
for very small shares of falsifiers. Although this share of correctly assigned falsifiers
decreases with an increasing share of falsifications up to about 50%, it still remains
substantial. For even higher shares of falsifications, the frequency of identifying all
of them correctly increases again. In this case, also the risk of finding only very few
falsifiers increases as the whole cluster might be wrongly assigned in some cases.
However, the case of extremely high shares of falsifiers might be considered less
relevant for most real applications.
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Figure 3: Performance of clustering method as function of share of falsifiers (13
interviewers).

This trend with regard to the share of correctly assigned falsifiers is reflected

11The non reported results when using the original Benford indicator are overall only slightly
inferior.
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by the share of correctly assigned honest interviewers, which tends to increase with
higher shares of falsifications. The right part of Figure 3 shows that only 10% of
the bootstrap replications identify 100% of the honest interviewers if the share of
falsifiers is just 8% (1 out of 13), while in 35% of the replications all three honest
interviewers are correctly assigned if the dataset includes ten falsifiers (77%).

As the qualitative findings for the other two sets of experiments with 40 and 100
interviewers are qualitatively similar, we do not report the figures to save space.12 In
both settings the probability to detect all or most of the falsifiers decreases with an
increasing share of falsifiers up to 50% and increases again for even higher shares of
falsifiers. Corresponding to the results of the previous section we also recognize that
the percentage of correctly assigned falsifiers decreases while increasing the number
of interviewers (40 and 100 interviewers) throughout all specific shares of falsifiers.
For example, in the setting with 100 interviewers and 95% falsifiers only in 50% of
the bootstrap replications all falsifiers could be identified. However, in virtually all
cases at least 70% of the falsifiers are still identified in this most demanding setting.

The qualitative results are also similar with regard to the frequency of detecting
the honest interviewers, i.e., avoiding false alarms. We only find that these frequen-
cies tend to be lower for all shares of falsifiers considered compared to the situation
with 13 interviewers, which reflects the higher complexity of the task to cluster 40 or
100 interviewers correctly as compared to just 13. Consequently, e.g., in the setting
with 100 interviewers the identification of all honest interviewers succeeds never for
small shares of falsifiers, i.e., below 50%. However, even in these most difficult cases,
typically far more than 50% of the honest interviewers are correctly assigned.

Overall, it can be summarized that the falsifiers are most often correctly assigned
if their share is low. Although this probability decreases with an increasing share of
falsifications up to 50%,13 it still remains substantial. On the other hand, it becomes
obvious, that there will be a substantial amount of false alarms in particular if the
actual share of falsifiers is low.

4.4 Number of Interviews per Interviewer

In our third experiment, we modify the number of interviews per interviewer. For
this setting we resample for each interviewer 5, 20, 50, and 100 interviews out of
all conducted interviews. Additionally, we vary the share of falsifiers (about 30%
and 5%) to consider the influence of the share of falsifiers on the performance of the
clustering method. Given that we consider only the same number of interviewers as
in the original dataset (13), the optimal clustering method can be applied, which

12These graphs as well as the versions for the standard Benford indicator are available on request
from the authors.

13A similar pattern of decreasing ability to detect unusual cases is reported by Karabatsos (2003)
in the context of aberrant response detection.
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results in somewhat better results.14 We also limit the reports to the results obtained
including the Benford alt indicator for the metric variables.

Figure 4 shows the findings for the first group of experiments using a high share of
falsifiers. The boxplots in the left part of the figure display the share of the correctly
assigned falsifiers, while the boxplots in the right part show the corresponding results
for the correctly identified honest interviewers. It can be seen that the share of
correctly assigned falsifiers varies between 50% and 100%, whereat the lower quartile
is already at 75% and the median at 100%, i.e., in more than 50% of the cases, all
falsifiers are correctly identified. This finding holds already for a very small number
of interviews and does not change when increasing the number of interviews per
interviewer. It might be concluded that the number of interviews has no strong effect
on the frequency of correctly assigning the falsifiers in this experimental setting.
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Figure 4: Performance of clustering method as function of number of interviews per
interviewer (4 falsifiers).

A similar result is obtained for the correctly identified honest interviewers in the
right part of Figure 4. Except when using the smallest number of interviews per

14The results for Ward’s method are not presented to save space, but are available on request.
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interviewer, the lower quartile is already above 65% and the median above 75%,
i.e., in more than half of the cases more than three out of four honest interviewers
are correctly assigned. When only five interviews per interviewer are available, the
lower quartile goes down to about 55% and the median shrinks to 65%. Thus, one
might conclude that in order to avoid a too high number of false alarms, i.e., honest
interviewers wrongly assigned to the cluster containing the falsifiers, the number of
interviews should not be too small. A number of the order of 20 appears sufficient
in our setting. Obviously, the minimum number of interviews required also depends
on the number of questions contained in an interview which will be analyzed in the
following subsection.
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Figure 5: Performance of clustering method as function of number of interviews per
interviewer (1 falisifier).

In the second group of experiments run with regard to the number of inter-
views per interviewer, a low share of falsifiers (one out of thirteen) was assumed
corresponding to a share of about 8% of cheating interviewers, which might be con-
sidered a more realistic value. Figure 5 showing the results is again organized in
two parts: the boxplots for the share of correctly identified falsifiers are displayed
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on the left side, and on the right the boxplots for the share of correctly identified
honest interviewers are presented.

For this setting, a slightly higher influence of the number of interviews per in-
terviewer on the performance of the clustering method is found, especially for the
identification of honest interviewers. Looking first at the identification of the one
falsifier in these bootstrap samples, he is almost always (lower quartil being at 100%)
detected as soon as at least 20 interviews per interviewer are available. Only when
using the smallest number of interviews, the lower quartile shrinks to zero, i.e., in
more than 25% of the cases the one falsifier is not detected, while the median is still
at 100%. The results are less impressive when considering the share of correctly
assigned honest interviews. As the right part of the figure shows, the median in-
creases from about 45%, when using five interviews, to only about 55%, when using
50 or 100 interviews per interviewer. Hence, the higher the number of interviews
per interviewer, the higher is the share of correctly assigned honest interviewers. We
have to admit that the realization of 50 interviews is not to be expected in most
cases, but the findings reported above indicate that 20 interviews per interviewer
might be already sufficient if the primary interest is in detecting the one falsifier.

4.5 Number of Questions per Question Type

The results for the last group of design modifications are summarized in Figure 6
with F/F standing for “the share of identified falsifiers” and H/H standing for “ the
share of correctly assigned honest interviewers”. For these designs, only the number
of questions per interview of a particular type of questions are modified, i.e., the
number of interviews per interviewer and the total number of interviewers as well as
the share of falsifications consequently correspond with the numbers in the original
dataset.

Each questions type corresponds to one of the indicators used in the analysis.
Thus, increasing the number of questions of this type – holding all other factors con-
stant – should improve the precision of the estimates of the corresponding indicator
and, consequently, the performance of the clustering method in separating the two
types of interviewers. Again, only the results using the optimal clustering method
and Benford alt are reported. The other results are qualitatively similar.

As expected, we find for all four indicators that increasing the number of ques-
tions contributing to the calculation of these indicators increases the probability of
a correct assignment to the two clusters. However, it turns out that this effect is
most pronounced for up to 20 questions per questionnaire for the first three types
of indicators relying on binary information, while for the distribution of first dig-
its some further improvements can be found even for still higher numbers. This
might have been expected given the higher informational content of this indicator.
Overall, the findings for this setting seem to confirm that the available numbers
of questions per interview in the original dataset might be considered as sufficient
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Figure 6: Performance of clustering method as function of number of questions.

with the sole exception of the alternative Benford indicator, for which more than
the 25 available metric entries per questionnaire would help to improve the overall
performance, though only to a small extent.

5 Conclusion and Outlook

Although there exists substantial anecdotal evidence on falsifications in survey data,
few datasets with ex-post known falsfications are accessible which could be used to
analyze methods for data based detection of falsified data. Consequently, in order
to assess the performance of such methods on a broader database with different
characteristics, a bootstrap analysis is proposed based on an available dataset with
identified falsifiers.

The robustness of a data driven clustering method is considered with regard to
several features of the dataset such as number of interviewers, share of falsifiers,
number of interviews per interviewer and number of questions of particular question
types. The results indicate that the promising results reported by Bredl et al. (2008)
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might not be considered as pure chance or statistical artefact, but seem to reflect
an actual convincing performance of the proposed clustering method. In fact, it is
possible to identify most of the falsifiers as soon as the available information is not
too limited, i.e., for more than five interviews per interviewer and at least about 20
questions per interview for each of the question types used to construct indicators for
the clustering analysis. However, it has to be taken into account that the number of
false positives, i.e., honest interviewers erroneously assigned to the cluster containing
the falsifiers, might be substantial for some settings, e.g., very low shares of falsifiers
and limited data per interviewer.

Future research in this field will have to address several issues. First, as it turned
out that the optimal clustering often results in solutions outperforming those ob-
tained by classical clustering methods such as Ward’s method, it will be aimed at
enabling the use of this method also for larger problem instances. Given that a full
enumeration of all potential clusters will not be feasible anymore in this case, we
will resort to heuristic optimization methods to obtain at least high quality approx-
imations of the optimal cluster.15 Second, additional datasets will be used as base
for the bootstrap analysis. Given the limited access to real datasets with identified
falsifiers, we will also resort to data obtained from experiments (Menold et al. 2011).
Third, for other datasets, additional indicators can be used and might help to im-
prove the performance of the clustering method.16 Of course, the bootstrap method
can also be used to identify those indicators which are most useful for identifying
falsifiers. Finally, while data obtained from honest interviewers might be considered
as coming from a unique dataset, the falsified data might also be split up in more
than one cluster, e.g., falsifications by experienced and unexperienced interviewers,
respectively. The bootstrap methodology presented can also be adjusted for this
more general case.
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